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T&R Approach
• Unique managed lane project – caters for ‘recreational’ market


Non-standard

• Key considerations

Seasonal (winter/summer) models
 Directional peaks (AM vs PM) occur on different days (W/B - Saturday | E/B Sunday)
 Operational Caps (100,125,365-day), Nighttime (365-day Floyd Hill)


• Complex Annualization and post-model factors – “cluster analysis” by winter/summer,
eastbound/westbound (100/125/240), latent demand (select days/directions), nighttime for 365-day FH
• High complexity and more number of model runs compared to standard approach


Revenue and traffic optimization requires a large number of model runs to determine optimum tolls
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Key Assumptions
Key Project Assumptions
Opening Dates
- WB PPSL - during 2022 (before beginning of forecast)
- Floyd Hill - start of 2026
Dynamic Tolling
- Reflects HPTE toll policy/mechanism
- HPTE dynamic tolling start date 2023
Operating Assumptions
- Configuration (per schematic)
- includes ingress west of tunnel
- Capped operation
- E/B 100 days
- W/B PPSL 125 days
- W/B FH 365 days
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Floyd Hill T&R Forecast – Revenue Maximization
• Revenue Maximization - Higher Revenues and Service Levels
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Floyd Hill T&R Forecast – Throughput Optimization
• Throughput Optimization – Lower Revenue, Service Levels, and Tolls
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Financing Summary

CONFIDENTIAL DRAFT – FOR DISCUSSION PURPOSES

Financing Summary (1/2)
Toll Revenues
▪

A gross revenue pledge where toll revenues are utilized for paying debt service prior to paying for operations and
maintenance is assumed for the toll-backed revenue bonds.

▪

Two tolling scenarios were evaluated:
1. 125 days per year tolling
2. 365 days per year tolling

▪

It is assumed that revenues remaining after the payment of debt service, O&M, and life cycle costs will be deposited
in the I-70 West MEXL Statewide Transportation Enterprise Revenue Fund (Fund 536) and may be drawn upon if
needed for project costs.

Debt Service
▪

Total debt service profile ascends over time to better leverage the growth in project’s toll revenues.

▪

It is assumed that interest costs during the Floyd Hill project construction period are capitalized.

▪

The analysis assumes a portion of the debt proceeds will be used to refund existing EB MEXL debt so that its
revenues can be pledged along with the other I-70 Mountain Corridor projects to repay the new debt.

▪

A debt service reserve account is assumed to be funded utilizing a market standard approach (the three-prong test).
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Financing Summary
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Financing Summary (2/2)
Seasonality
▪

Unlike traditional commuter corridors, the recreational nature of the I-70 Mountain Corridor creates varied usage and
revenue patterns based on the season.

▪

In the Level 2 T&R Study complex annualization and post-model factors were included to adjust for the seasonality
as well as directional peaks (AM vs. PM) that occur on different days (WB: Saturday; EB: Sunday).

▪

To mitigate the potential for repayment shortfalls during the early years of operation, the seasonality of the revenues
is considered in the debt repayment structure:
▪

During the summer season when revenues are higher, principal and interest are paid.

▪

During the winter season when revenues are lower, only interest payments are paid.
Summers have higher
revenue due to more
consistent usage
throughout the period,
relative to winter.

Legend
Winter: November 1 – April 30
Summer: May 1 – October 31
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Financial Results

Comparison to Previous Results
Funding Gap
▪

Past results based on sketch-level data estimated that toll revenue bond proceeds could decrease the current project
funding gap to between $205M and $221M.

▪

A Throughput Optimization toll policy reduces total revenue collected, which increases the funding gap to between
$236M and $265M.

▪

Utilizing a Revenue Optimization provides increased revenue and decreases the funding gap decreases to between
$198M and $217M.

Sketch-Level, Gross Pledge
Results: (millions, nominal)

Conservative

Base

Throughput Optimization

Revenue Optimization

(Level 2, Gross Pledge)

(Level 2, Gross Pledge)

125 Day
Tolling

365 Day
Tolling

125 Day
Tolling

365 Day
Tolling

Project Construction Cost

($697.2)

($697.2)

($697.2)

($697.2)

($697.2)

($697.2)

Current Identified Funding

$399.0

$399.0

$399.0

$399.0

$399.0

$399.0

$77.5

$92.8

$33.5

$62.3

$81.6

$100.3

($220.7)

($205.4)

($264.7)

($235.9)

($216.6)

($197.9)

Project Fund Deposit for Capex
Funding Gap*

Base: Less conservative view of revenue growth including both increases in traffic volume and toll rates, particularly during early years of operations
Conservative: Conservative view of traffic revenue growth particularly during early years of operations (assuming 3.50% annual growth)
*Results are subject to market conditions and may change
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Considerations for Idaho Springs
C&M examined the possible consequences of operating WB Floyd Hill while westbound MEXL is closed
• WB Floyd Hill and WB MEXL will both operate on the corridor’s busiest 125 days


question is how will system operate on lighter days – when WB MEXL closed?

• C&M examined traffic operations for conditions representing the next busiest days (post 125-days) using a detailed micromodel
worst case for ‘Floyd Hill operating with MEXL closed’
 i.e. busiest days in which there is a merge by westbound Floyd Hill traffic to GP lanes


• Models/ Analysis revealed:

no operational issues expected in near term years (verified by 2035 models)
 with traffic growth some issues could begin to emerge for limited times of day (2045 models show 13 days in which traffic deteriorates fo a
small time)





125-day cap sufficient. Accommodates W/B traffic growth in corridor until ~2040.
150-day cap needed in future. Triggered once traffic conditions deteriorate on days >125.

• Generally, for the overall I-70 W/B corridor (EL and GP), it is beneficial to operate Floyd Hill:
FH Open: greater throughput
 FH Closed: less throughput, delays traffic, extends the morning peak


• In conclusion:

The analysis indicates that outside of the busiest 125 days (during which both westbound facilities are operating) traffic profiles do not appear
to exceed levels where bottlenecks would form.
 In much later years, after 2040, with traffic growth there could be some occasional times on days when PPSL is closed where the very peak of
the peak could begin to see bottlenecks west of the tunnel for short periods.
 Generally, considering performance of the overall corridor, our analysis revealed it best to have the additional Floyd Hill lane as much as
possible.
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